We describe an efficient near-field to far-field transformation for optical quasinormal modes, which are the dissipative modes of open cavities and plasmonic resonators with complex eigenfrequencies. As an application of the theory, we show how one can compute the reservoir modes (or regularized quasinormal modes) outside the resonator, which are essential to use in both classical and quantum optics. We subsequently demonstrate how to efficiently compute the quantum optical parameters necessary in the theory of quantized quasinormal modes [Franke et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 213901 (2019)]. To confirm the accuracy of our technique, we directly compare with a Dyson equation approach currently used in the literature (in regimes where this is possible), and demonstrate several order of magnitude improvement for the calculation run times. We also introduce an efficient pole approximation for computing the quantized quasinormal mode parameters, since they require an integration over a range of frequencies. Using this approach, we show how to compute regularized quasinormal modes and quantum optical parameters for a full 3D metal dimer in under one minute on a standard desktop computer. Our technique is exemplified by studying the quasinormal modes of metal dimers and and a hybrid structure consisting of a gold dimer on top of a photonic crystal beam. In the latter example, we show how to compute the quantum optical parameters that describe a pronounced Fano resonance, using structural geometries that cannot practically be solved using a Dyson equation approach. All calculations for the spontaneous emission rates are confirmed with full-dipole calculations in Maxwell's equations and are shown to be in excellent agreement.
We describe an efficient near-field to far-field transformation for optical quasinormal modes, which are the dissipative modes of open cavities and plasmonic resonators with complex eigenfrequencies. As an application of the theory, we show how one can compute the reservoir modes (or regularized quasinormal modes) outside the resonator, which are essential to use in both classical and quantum optics. We subsequently demonstrate how to efficiently compute the quantum optical parameters necessary in the theory of quantized quasinormal modes [Franke et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 122, 213901 (2019) ]. To confirm the accuracy of our technique, we directly compare with a Dyson equation approach currently used in the literature (in regimes where this is possible), and demonstrate several order of magnitude improvement for the calculation run times. We also introduce an efficient pole approximation for computing the quantized quasinormal mode parameters, since they require an integration over a range of frequencies. Using this approach, we show how to compute regularized quasinormal modes and quantum optical parameters for a full 3D metal dimer in under one minute on a standard desktop computer. Our technique is exemplified by studying the quasinormal modes of metal dimers and and a hybrid structure consisting of a gold dimer on top of a photonic crystal beam. In the latter example, we show how to compute the quantum optical parameters that describe a pronounced Fano resonance, using structural geometries that cannot practically be solved using a Dyson equation approach. All calculations for the spontaneous emission rates are confirmed with full-dipole calculations in Maxwell's equations and are shown to be in excellent agreement.
I. INTRODUCTION
Open-cavity photonic structure are widely used to enhance light-matter interaction at the nanoscale 1,2 , especially plasmonic cavities [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , which allow one to enhance light-matter interactions without any fundamental bounds from diffraction-giving rise to high field electromagnetic hots spots. These optical hot spots have been used to strongly couple single molecules at room temperature and probe molecular optomechanics in the regime of surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) 12, 13 .
In optical cavity physics, and especially cavity-QED (quantum electrodynamics), a few "mode" description for these cavities is of great benefit. A cavity mode description not only helps to explain the underlying physics of light-matter enhancement, but it can quantify the separation of radiative and nonradiative decay processes, and allow design insights into the important figures of merit. For closed systems without absorption, the cavity modes can be described by normal modes with real eigenfrequencies and infinite lifetimes 14 . This is often a good approximation for high Q resonances (where Q is the quality factor), but is still ambiguous in general 15, 16 . However, most-if not all-systems are dissipative via radiation decay or/and absorption, and thus it is highly desirable to work with the correct dissipative modes.
One of the most powerful approaches to this problem is to use quasinormal modes (QNMs) [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] , which are open cavity modes with complex eigenfrequencyω c , with a finite cavity lifetime τ c = 2π/(−Im(ω c )). The key ad-vantage of such a discrete modal approach is that often only a few QNMs are needed, and frequently just one QNM, which can be used to give an accurate description of light-matter interactions over a wide range of positions and frequencies 15, 16, 21, 22, 25, 27 . In the semiclassical regime, one can rigorously compute a generalized effective mode volume 15, 19 , the photon Green's function 18, 28 , and the enhanced spontaneous emission rate (related to generalized Purcell factors) 28, 29 in system-reservoir theory of quantum optics. Moreover, it has been recognized that quantization of QNMs would be a significant improvement in quantum optics/plasmonics theories 30 . Some progress has been made for one-dimensional dielectric structures 31, 32 , but this approach does not lead to Fock states, typically used to expand multiphoton quantum field states. Recently, Franke et al. introduced a quantization for leaky optical cavities and plasmonic resonators based on QNMs 33 , which allows one to rigorously study multi-photon problems for open-cavity resonators, including dielectrics and metals. However, as input to the quantization theory, one requires the QNMs and reservoir modes ("regularized QNMs" 28 ) outside the cavity region.
The QNMs represent a highly accurate description to the total field for positions inside the resonator but is not a good description for fields far outside, where one needs the continuous reservoir fields 28 . However, a special feature of the QNM field,f µ (r), is that they diverge exponentially outside the resonator, originating from the complex resonance frequency and the Silver-Müller radiation condition 34 . The locations for this divergent behav-ior depend mainly on the quality factor of optical cavity structure, and the shape of the mode, e.g., the spatial divergence may begin a few microns away from the resonator for typical low Q plasmonic cavity modes 35 . At these locations, the QNMs are no longer a good representation of the fields outside the cavity, and generally one should only use the QNMs inside the cavity region; outside the cavity system, one needs the reservoir modes or regularized modes which become a function of continuous frequency. For example, one can obtain regularized fields outside the resonator from the solution inside by using a Dyson equation 28 ,
where G B (R, r, ω) is the Green's function for the background medium and ∆ is the change in dielectric constant from the spatially-dependent resonator. In this way, one can obtain the fields everywhere, by only using the QNMs within the structure; other contributions can be included as needed, such as background contributions from evanescent modes if very near a metal surface 28 .
Here we consider R to be outside the resonator, and r inside. We also note that theF µ (R, ω) are continuous in frequency (and these are expected to be accurate within the QNM spectral region of interest), while thef µ (r) is associated with the QNM complex frequency. These regularized fieldsF µ have been shown to be highly accurate for obtaining the Purcell factor outside the resonator, and they properly converge in the far field 28 . Recently, it was also shown how these fields F µ are required for QNM quantization of arbitrary media 33 . While the Dyson approach works in principle, the computation can be tedious and impractical. For example, for the quantization scheme, one needs to integrate such fields from the outside region over a closed surface that surrounds the resonator, and over a wide range of frequencies; this approach requires significant computational memory and is extremely time consuming, especially for complex nanostructures. Indeed, even for simple metal dimer structures, computingF µ can take weeks on a high performance desktop computer, as we will also demontrate in this paper with several concrete examples. For more complex cavity structures, such as dimers on top of photonic crystal (PC) cavities 29 , the general Dyson approach to obtainF µ is numerically intractable. Given the importance of using these frequency-continuous fields,F µ , especially for connecting to observables, and for their use in quantized QNM theories, there is now an urgent need to develop more efficient and insightful way to obtain these QNM reservoir fields.
In this paper we present an efficient solution to this problem. We define a fictitious boundary surrounding the cavity that radiates to the far field through the appropriate surface currents flowing over the boundary; the sources inside a domain are replaced with sources on the surface of this domain, and the fields inside the domain can be chosen zero (field equivalence principle). We take advantage of this principle to introduce an efficient near field to far field (NF2FF) transformation for QNMs to obtain regularized fields that give the correct far field radiation flow. Moreover, the same transformation can be used to obtain QNMs in the far field, by either projecting in real frequency space (regularized QNM) or complex frequency space (divergent QNMs). For practical use in quantized QNM theories, we also show how the far fields can easily be computed via decomposing the near fields into spherical (3D) or cylindrical (2D) waves, which can then be propagated separately to the very far field regime 36, 37 . The near fields we use as input are the QNMs fields at a surface close to the resonator. With these numerically computed QNMs, obtained for arbitrarily shaped 3D resonators, we demonstrate how one can then carry out NF2FF transformation with real frequencies and show how the results accurately converge.
The rest of our paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we introduce all the main theory needed in this paper. In II A, the core QNMs theory is presented, including the QNM Green's function expansion, classical Purcell factors and classical β factors. Due to the divergent behaviour of the QNM fields, one current solutionthe Dyson equation approach-is introduced in II B, which can be used to calculate the regularized (i.e., nondivergent) fields outside the resonator. This approach works, but is complicated and time consuming, especially for hybrid structures (i.e., a combined material created from dielectric and metal cavity parts). In II C, we introduce an alternative way to obtain these normalized fields using a NF2FF transformation. As further motivation to why we need these fields, the basic background of a recently developed quantized QNM theory 33, 38 is shown in Sec. II D, where we show how the regularized fields in addition to the QNMs are needed for the "quantum S parameters"; these matrix elements relate to the commutation rules for quantization of the QNMs, and are only Kronecker delta symbols in the limit of no loss 33, 38 . In II E, we introduce an efficient pole approximation, which simplifies the required integration over frequency for obtaining the S factors, and we give analytical solutions for single and coupled QNM structures.
Using the above theory, various numerical examples are shown in Sec. III-IV. In III, we concentrate on single QNM results, and explore metal dimer gap modes, with different material losses, and investigate the resonance features, including the quality factor and complex eigenfrequency of the dominant localized plasmon mode; the field distribution are described in III A. In III B, the regularized fieldF(R, ω) are first obtained from Dyson approach, and compared with our newly developed NF2FF, where we show excellent agreement as the fields evolve to the far field. As an example application for classical optics, we showF(R, ω) at several far field surfaces, which are the fields that experiments can detect directly. Sections III C and III D show detailed calculation for quantum parameters, including both nonradiative and radiative contributions, including detailed numerical convergence study. Section III E summarizes the computational run times to calculate the radiative contribution for both Dyson approach and NF2FF transformation, which is shown to reduce the calculation run times from days-weeks to under 1 minute using a standard workstation implemented in Matlab. In Sec. IV, we study a complex coupled QNM system, in a regime where the modes strongly overlap and the Purcell factors exceed 1 million. Specifically, we study a hybrid structure consisting of a gold ellipsoid dimer and a high-Q PC cavity, where two QNMs are overlapping in the frequency region of interest. The interfering modes yield a striking Fano-like resonance, which we show can be well explain using both the classical and quantum theory. In the latter case, the calculation using a Dyson to a NF2FF approach would require years of computational time, but are calculated here in minutes. The complex details of the Fano resonance feature are fully obtained using the quantized QNM approach in the bad cavity limit, without any fitting parameters, Finally, we present our conclusions in Sec. V.
II. THEORY

A. Quasinormal modes, Green's function expansions, classical Purcell factors and beta factors
The QNMs,f µ (r), are solutions to the Helmholtz equation,
subject to open boundary conditions, i.e., the Silver-Müller radiation condition 39 . Here (r,ω µ ) is the dielectric constant andω µ = ω µ − iγ µ the complex eigenfrequency with quality factor Q µ = ω µ /2γ µ . Once normalized, the QNMs can be used to construct the transverse Green's function through 18, 28 
for locations near (or within) the scattering geometry with volume V, where the QNMs can form a complete basis 19, 20 . The photon Green's function, G(r, r 0 , ω), fulfills the equation:
with corresponding radiation conditions, where 1 is a unit tensor and c is light speed in vacuum.
Although there are several forms for A µ (ω), which are related by a sum relationship 21, 40 , below we use
However, practically, when we limit the expansion to just a few modes, we use a slightly different form as an approximation:
where we now also include the top-hat or rectangular function: Rect(t) = 1, if |t| < 1 2 , else Rect(t) = 0. Later we show that a practical value for the cut-off is ω cut µ = 14γ µ when we also compare with an efficient pole approximation, to evaluate the integrations over frequency.
We first consider a single QNM, µ = c, so the Green's function can be written as
where again this holds only nearby the cavity region. This QNM expansion of Green's function can easily be used to compute the spontaneous emission (SE) rate and Purcell factor. For example, if one considers a quantum dipole emitter with dipole moment d (=dn d ) at location r 0 , then the SE rate is 16
If the emitter is in a homogeneous medium, then
where Im{G B (r 0 , r 0 , ω)} = (ω 3 n B /6πc 3 )1, and n B is the background refractive index. Thus the generalized Purcell factor is 16, 41 F QNM P (r 0 , ω) = 1 + Γ(r 0 , ω) Γ 0 (r 0 , ω)
Note that we have added the extra factor of 1, which can be derived from a Dyson equation scattering problem for dipole located outside the resonator (essentially the contribution from the homogeneous radiation modes) 28 . The actual QNM contribution here is thus the modification to unity.
One can also use the QNMs to calculate the modal nonradiative decay rate of the same dipole emitter 29, 41 , from
where E(r) = G c (r, r 0 , ω) · d 0 is the field of the dipole emitter, and j(r) = 0 ωIm{ (r)}E(r) represents the dipole induced current density inside metal. Therefore, the nonradiative and radiative β factor can be defined as
and
Impoartantly, these modal beta factors are associated with the QNM of interest, and define the probability that an emitted photon through the QNM will decay radiatively (β rad QNM ) or decay into heating (β nrad QNM ). If several QNMs contribute in the spectral region of interest, then we rewrite Eq. (3) as
where G µ (r, r 0 , ω) = A µ (ω)f µ (r)f µ (r 0 ). Thus, the total decay rate of a dipole emitter is
and the total generalized Purcell factor is F QNM total (r 0 , ω) = 1 + Γ total (r 0 , ω) Γ 0 (r 0 , ω)
It is important to note that the total QNM decay rates contain both radiative and nonradiative contributions. The nonradiative decay rate 29 is
where E total (r) = µ G µ (r, r 0 , ω) · d 0 is the total field of the dipole emitter, and j total (r) = 0 ωIm{ (r)}E total (r) represents the dipole induced total current density inside metal. Thus, the total nonradiative and total radiative β factor can be defined as
β rad total (r 0 , ω) = 1 − β nrad total (r 0 , ω)
In the limit of a single mode, these beta factors define the single QNM beta factors.
B. Regularized QNM fields,Fc(R, ω), from the Dyson equation
As mentioned in the introduction, one critical feature of the QNM field,f µ (r), is that it diverges at locations outside the resonator 28, 42 , and is not convenient, neither classically nor in quantum optics. One way to rectify this problem, for arbitrarily shaped resonators, is to employ the Dyson equation to reconstruct a regularized QNM field outside the resonator, given by Eq. (1), which we repeat here for clarity:
In this way, one is only using the QNM within the resonator. Note that one can also use the same Dyson equation to compute the actual QNMs outside, by replacing the real frequency with the complex QNM pole frequencyω µ 15,42 :
which in certain cases can considerably simplify the computational process of obtaining the QNMs over a wide spatial range. Although mathematically intuitive, and convenient for obtaining the renormalized fields as certain locations, the Dyson approach to obtain a range of spatial points (e.g., R on a surface) is far from trivial, and can be very complex and time consuming. This is because a full 3D spatial integral is required for every single spatial point (R) and also for a single frequency. For many problems, especially in quantum optics, one requires a full surface of points, and fields that are computed over a wide range of frequencies 33, 38 . To exemplify the computational complexity for nanostructures, if the 3D spatial grid size of 0.2 (0.5) nm is chosen in the volume integral, then it will take approximately ≈ 8.5 − 10 (0.6 − 0.7) minutes to ob-tainF µ at a single point R and single frequency; if the grid size is 0.1 nm (typical for metal nanoparticles), it will take ≈ 75−80 minutes, also for a single point. These numbers are for a high performance workstation with 256 GB RAM, using Matlab. Obtaining these points over a closed surface (which is required to compute the quantum optical parameters, as discussed below) becomes extremely time demanding, and easily the most difficult part of the numerical calculation. Thus there is a pressing need to develop a more efficient way to obtain these regularized QNM fields, since they are required as input to quantized QNMs, and form the only reliable way to obtain meaningful modal fields outside the resonator.
C. Regularized QNM fields from a Near-Field to Far-Field transformation
An alternative method to obtainF(R, ω) is to perform a NF2FF transformation 36 , using the QNM field f at a surface close to the resonator. Near field to far field transformations are frequently exploited in antenna theory to obtain the far field radiation, but without the computational burden of including such fields in the main calculation (e.g., the near field solution requires a full numerical simulation, but the propagation to the far field can be done analytically). We adopt such an idea here to transform QNM fields into the desired regularized fields outside the scattering geometry. As shown in Fig. 1 , we choose a cuboid surface close to resonator, as the near field (f ) surface, and transform to a cylindrical surface away from resonator as far field (F) surface. The distances to the near and far field surface from the surface of the shown Au dimer are h and h far . In this way, using a field equivalence principle 43 , i.e., the sources inside a domain are replaced with sources on the surface of this domain, and the fields inside the domain is zero, we can use the QNM with a complex frequency and transform it to a real frequency field, which has the correct far field behavior; note, the near fields are not appropriate for the evaluation of the total contribution from the radiative reservoir fields, which should be evaluated in the far field, and in real frequency space. Figure 1 . Schematic of NF2FF transformation. The origin of the coordinate axis is at the center of Au dimer gap. A cuboid surface and a cylindrical surface are chosen as near field surface and far field surface separately. The labels h and h far represent the distances between them and the surface of the resonator (Au dimer).n is a unit vector normal to near field surface, pointing outward. Using this transformation with real frequency ω, one could obtainFc(R, ω) andHc(R, ω) at a far field surface fromfc(r) andhc(r) obtained from the near field surfaces.
The electric surface currentJ S (r ) and magnetic surface currentM S (r ) on a near field surface S , close to resonator, are given by 36
whereh
are the magnetic QNMs andn is normal to the surface S , pointing outward. Assuming the resonator is placed in a homogeneous medium with dielectric constant B = n 2 B , the QNMs fieldsf ≡f µ , and magnetic QNMs areh ≡h µ , the vector potentials at R generated by the electric and magnetic currents at some area element dS , arẽ
Thus, integrating the contributions from all the point sources distributed over the surface S , we obtain the total vector potential fields 36
Subsequently, the regularized electric QNMsF and magnetic QNMsH in the far field are obtained from 36, 43 
Mathematically, it is also useful to consider the fields in the very far spatial domain (R → R ∞ ), since one can perform the far field approximation to obtain the simplified form for the reservoir field expression:
with η B α (ω) = µ 0 / 0 B α (ω),R = R/|R| and the approximated vector potentials
As we will show below, these considerably simplify the problem of having to integrate the fields over a closed surface, which is required to obtain the radiative coupling parameters for quantized QNM theory 33 .
D. Quantized quasinormal mode parameters: quantum mechanical "S factors" for Fock space normalization
To connect the developed NF2FF to the basic formalism of a recently developed quantized QNM theory 33, 38 , the basic theory of the quantized QNM approach is briefly recapitulated. In particular, we will show what QNM fields are required for the formalism and the related calculation of the quantum parameters required to represent the fields.
As shown in Refs. 33 and 38, combining a well established quantization approach for general absorptive and spatial inhomogeneous media 44, 45 with the QNM Green function, Eq. (3), one can derive an expansion of the medium-assisted electric field operatorÊ(r s ) at position r s (system region):
with the symmetrized QNM functions,
whereâ µ andâ † µ are suitable annihilation and creation operators to obtain plasmon/photon Fock states for the symmetrized QNMs.
The quantum S factors, which become a photon coupling matrix S µη if more than one QNM is considered, are given via
where
accounts for absorption due to the metallic losses, and
describes radiation leaving the system through the surface S V with the normal vectorn s pointing outward from the resonator volume V , andH(s, ω)=1/(iµ 0 ω)∇ × F(s, ω) is the QNM magnetic field. Furthermore, by choosing S V in the very far field at S ∞ , we can apply the Silver-Müller radiation conditionn s × H(s, ω) → −n B c 0F (s, ω) and in addition use the approximated version of the NF2FF results (Eqs.(30)-(32)); we then arrive at an approximated formula for the radiative contribution
Choosing S ∞ as a sphere and transforming into spherical coordinates, leads to a further simplification
with
where the functionZ µ (ϕ, ϑ, ω) is given as
andR =R(ϕ, ϑ) is the radial basis vector in spherical coordinates, namely:
Notably, the above form in Eq. (39) is independent of the radius of the sphere S ∞ , as long as it is chosen in the very far field, which significantly simplifies the numerical evaluation of the radiative part. Equations (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) (41) (42) show how to use the NF2FF transform to model a quantum emitter coupled to the quantized QNMs. For example, placing an emitter with dipole moment d at r 0 , and assuming the bad cavity limit (i.e., a weakly coupled emitter), then the quantum SE rate, i.e., the SE rate obtained from the QNM quantization model, is 33
where the diagonal contribution is
and non-diagonal contribution is
Here, ∆ µe = ω µ − ω e is the frequency detuning between the emitter and QNMs,
is the emitter-QNM coupling. The total quantum Purcell factor is
where Γ 0 is the spontaneous emission rate in a homogeneous medium. Note we refer to Eq. (43) as the "quantum SE rate" in the sense that it is derived using a system-level quantized mode theory for the photons. In the limit of a single photon subspace, as appropriate for a SE description, we naturally expect agreement with the semiclassical theory for SE. Nevertheless, for effects beyond the single quantum regime, the quantum approach is required, so we use this label merely to label the rate that is computed using the quantized QNM theory.
For the single mode case, S µη becomes a simple photon normalization factor S, and takes the simplified form
Thus the full expressions of S nrad and S rad are
Once again, choosing S V as sphere in the very far field at S ∞ (and applying the same approximations as in the multi-mode case) leads to
(54) Placing an emitter with dipole moment d at r 0 , and assuming the bad cavity limit, the quantum SE rate is
where ∆ ce = ω c − ω e is the frequency detuning between the emitter and single QNM,
is the emitter-QNM coupling. Then the quantum Purcell factor is
In the limit that S → 1, Eqs. (55)-(56) recover the wellknown decay rate and Purcell factor from the dissipative Jaynes-Cummings model 46 . Furthermore, the radiative and non-radiative contributions are associated with the beta factors, defined also classically in Eq. (12) and Eq. (13). In the quantized QNM theory, the beta factors are defined from
These quantum-derived S factors are unitless quantities, and for well isolated single QNMs, we have found that 33 S≈1 (see also calculations below for gold dimers). Although the Purcell factors obtained from the quantized QNM theory have been shown to be in excellent agreement with the semiclassical results (also using the QNM approximation) 33 , and therefore with the full Maxwell solution, there can be generally a discrepancy between both approaches; the reason for this is because different approximations to the full Green function are imposed on different stages of the derivation. Whereas in the semiclassical case, the QNM approximation is done at the emitter position r 0 only, in the quantum case, the approximations is applied to all positions within the resonator region. This is deeply connected to the relation
In the semiclassical case, the QNM approximation is done on the lhs (left hand side) of (59); however, in the quantized QNM theory, the approximation must be done on the rhs in order to construct Fock states, that are independent on the emitter positions and in order to formulate the electric field operator in the cavity with few mode operators, i.e., instead of an infinite set of positiondependent operators. So summarize this subsection, the quantum S factors for quantized QNM theory are greatly desired in the process of the quantization of the open cavities, and the calculation of the related quantum quantities, such as coupling coefficient, spontaneous emission rate, Purcell factors, and single photon source figures of merit 38 . Thus it is important to have accurate efficient numerical techniques to obtain the required fields and integrals.
E. Practical evaluation of the frequency integrals in the quantized QNM model
Due to the introduction of a rectangular function in A c (ω) (Eq. (5)), the frequency integral in S is restricted on a finite frequency band around the QNM center frequency ω c . If the non-Lorentzian contributions are nearly constant in this effective frequency regime, we can approximate S as
In the multi-mode case, the frequency integrals are performed, in the same approximation, as
where S p,µη is an average of the non-modal contributions calculated at ω µ , ω η . Within these approximations, the pole terms of the photon coupling matrices and photon normalization factors take the form
.
(66)
For the latter case, we can also derive an alternative pole approximation if one is interested in the integrated value over a far field surface:
For the single QNM case, then
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR SINGLE QUASINORMAL MODES OF METAL NANOROD DIMERS
A. Single quasinormal modes for metal dimers: role of material losses
As shown in Fig. 2 (a) , we first consider a gold (Au) rod dimer (with diameter of D Au = 20 nm, length of h Au = 80 nm and gap of h gap = 20 nm ) in free space ( B = n 2 B = 1.0), with the same parameters as used in Ref. 33 . The local dielectric function of Au is described by the Drude model,
where ω p = 8.2934 eV (ω p = 1.26 × 10 16 rad/s) and γ p = 0.0928 eV (γ p = γ p0 = 1.41 × 10 14 rad/s). In order to understand the effect of material losses on the dimer QNMs properties, we will also artificially Table I . The real part of theω c andf z (r 0 ) are noted to be very similar in all cases, while the quality factors Q c increases with the decrease of γ p as expected.
Using the method that Bai et al. proposed 23 , we can obtain the normalized QNM fields from a simple dipole excitation. Specifically, the scattered electric field of a point dipole at position r 0 is related to the Green's function, and given by
where d is the dipole moment of the emitter. If only a single mode is dominant, we can expand the Green's function with one QNM, so that
Multiplying Eq. (75) with d and first using r = r 0 , then
Substituting this back to Eq. (75), we obtain the normalized field as a function of spacẽ
and corresponding effective mode volume is simply 15 :
We performed the the QNM simulations in a commercial COMSOL software 47 , where ω = (1−10 −5 )×ω c , very close to the pole frequency. For the single mode case, we definef =f c . The computational domain (including perfectly matched layers (PMLs)) is around 3 µm 3 , where the maximum mesh element sizes are 0.1 nm, 2 nm and 80 nm at the dipole point (center of the gap), inside and outside the metal. To minimize boundary reflections, we used 5 perfectly matched layers (PMLs) with a total thickness of 300 nm, which was found to be well converged numerically. The numerical Purcell factors with full dipole method is defined as follows (the analytic QNM one is defined through Eq. (10) in Sec. II A):
where S is a small spherical surface (with radius 1 nm) surrounding dipole point andn is a unit vector normal to S, pointing outward. The vector S(r, ω) is the Poynting vector at this small surface and the subscript 'total' and 'background' represent the case with and without resonator. The excellent agreement with the Purcell factors using the QNM method (Eq. (10)) and full dipole method (Eq. (79)) indicate the validity of the QNM results (see Figs. 3, 4) .
In addition to the full-dipole numerical Purcell factors, the numerical radiative beta factor (assuming single QNM behaviour) is defined as β rad num (r 0 , ω) = S n · S PML,total (r , ω)dA
where S is the interface of PML and internal module, and S PML,total (r , ω) is the Poynting vector at this interface. Similarly, the numerical nonradiative beta factor is β nrad num (r 0 , ω) = 1 − β rad num (r 0 , ω).
Note that in contrast to the quantum beta factors (Eqs. (57)-(58)), the classical beta factors are frequency dependent, but are most important near ω c .
B. Calculation of the regularized QNM fields using a near-field to far-field transformation
In order to verify the accuracy of the NF2FF transformation, and to confirm that it works correctly, we compare theF(R, ω c ) obtained from the NF2FF transformation with the Dyson equation as selected spatial points outside the resonator, as shown in Fig. 5 . As expected, in the far field zone, these fields compare extremely well.
The computational run time of the NF2FF transformation, for a spatial single point, is 0.44 minutes from the surface h = 50 nm (grid size 0.5 nm), and 0.24 minutes using h = 30 nm (grid size 0.5 nm). However, since some of the vector potential points needed for the transformation are also used at other points, the scaling to more points is much faster than linear. For example, using an average over 37 points, it take about 0.22 minutes per point from the surface h = 50 nm. Using spatial points inside the resonator with a grid size of 0.2 nm, then the Dyson equation takes about 10 minutes for a single point. In the following calculation of S rad , we need to calculate many points on a surface, as shown in Fig. 6 , and we give the total run time needed for calculations using Matlab on a single computer workstation. More detailed computational run times are given later. Using a NF2FF transformation from a near field surface at h = 50 nm, we also display surface plots of Re(F i (ω c )) , Re(f i ) in Fig. 7 , where we show the z and x components at the xz plane (y = 0 nm); the ycomponent can be ignored since it is much smaller than Figure 6 . Schematic of the simplification that can be used for calculating S rad (Eq. (51)) and S rad p1 (Eq. (70)) using symmetry of QNM field (dimer).
other two components. To better display z and x components with the same scale, the x component is multiplied by a factor of 2. The ranges of z and x are (−λ, λ) and (h + 0.5λ, h + 5.5λ), where λ ≈ 700 nm; Re(f ) show increasing behavior (eventually divergent) while Re(F(ω c )) is convergent. Also, these fields show periodic distribution along x direction with a period. Moreover, we also showF at two yz surfaces with x = 400 nm= h + 0.5λ (Fig. 8 ) and x = 1800 nm= h + 2.5λ ( Fig.  9 ) for γ p = γ p0 using NF2FF transformation (Eqs. (28)) from near field surface h = 50 nm. These far field regions are directly related to the output fields that experiments can detect. However, importantly, these fields are obtained directly from the QNMs, and they also remain orthogonal to each other, which is precisely why we call them QNM regularized fields or QNM reservoir fields.
C. Calculation of S nrad using the QNM fields
To calculate S nrad (Eq. (51)) and S nrad p (Eq. (69)), a spatial volume integration is needed, within the metal. Below, we performed two approaches to obtain the numerical space integration: (1) the normalized QNM fields were extracted from COMSOL with some extrapolated mesh size, then the calculation was performed in Matlab; or (2) the spatial integration was performed directly in COMSOL with its own grid selection, which will be more accurate because there is no need to artificially choose the grid, minimizing interpolation errors.
As shown in Fig. 10 (a), we tested four different grid sizes; as expected, smaller grids lead to more accurate calculations and eventual convergence of the integral. If we use the second approach, we obtain S nrad = 0.595 and S nrad p = 0.583, which is very close to the results from first approach with a grid size of 0.1 nm, and is also very close to the result of 0.58, reported in Ref. 33 . Moreover, as shown in Fig. 10 (b) , S nrad and S nrad p increase with larger material losses, where only the results directly from COMSOL are presented. Meanwhile, β nrad QNM (Eq. (12)) from single QNM, and β nrad num (Eq. (81)) from the full dipole method are also shown in Fig. 10 (b), which are very close to each other, indicating that single mode approximation is an excellent one for these resonators (and also confirms the accuracy of our numerical calculations). Furthermore, these two classical nonradiative beta factors are very close to the quantum S nrad and S nrad p . The spatial integration contribution to S nrad , is defined through: which was found to be very similar for all the five cases studies, as shown in Table II . Thus, according to Eq. (69), the corresponding S nrad p will be proportional to Q I (ω c ). If γ p (0.0928 eV) is much smaller than ω c (1.7798 eV), then
Since ω c for these five cases are also very close, we expect that S nrad p will be proportional to Qγ p . We calculate S nrad p = 0.5830 for γ p = γ p0 , and can estimate S nrad p ≈ 0.805, 0.736, 0.483, 0.319 for the other four cases, which are very close to the full computed values S nrad p (0.790, 0.731, 0.483, 0.319) shown in Fig. 10 (b) ; as expected, more accurate agreements with this simpler scaling argument is obtained for smaller γ p i.e., larger Q c .
Next we use the NF2FF approach to calculate S rad , which is a much more involved numerical calculation. We begin by considering on the first pole result S rad p1 (Eq. (70)). The grid size in the near field surface h is set as 0.5 nm; the far field surface is fixed at h far = 630 nm, and the grid on that surface is 20 nm (in both transverse directions). The near field surface dependence of pole S rad p1 for various material loss cases are shown in Table  III . S rad p1 from h = 20 nm, h = 30 nm, and h = 50 nm are very close, which appears to be more robust as expected. Deviations then start to occur for distances greater than 70 nm or so, as the QNM is no longer a good approximation to use for the near field currents. In principle, the near field surface should be as close as possible to the metal surface. However, numerically, the fields close to the metal surface have a large gradient (and convergence problems at the metal surface), so it will (at least) need smaller grid size (smaller than 0.5 nm now used) at near field surfaces to guarantee the accuracy of numerical results. So in following calculations, we mainly choose h = 50 nm as near field surface. The run time is around 16 minutes. In Table IV , we summarize the impact of the far field surface h far selection on the S rad p1 (Eq. (70)), with the near field surface fixed at h = 50 nm. The resonance wavelength here is about λ ∼ 700 nm (1.78 eV). With γ p = γ p0 , choosing far field surfaces at h far = 410, 590, 630, 750, 990 nm gave the same pole result of S rad p1 = 0.42.
2. The second pole approximation S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) with field equivalence Next we considerthe second pole result S rad p2 from Eq. (71). There are several influencing factors when performing the numerical integrals in I c (Eq. (72) ), including the selection of near field surface (S ) and angle grid size for angle integral. Here we fix the grid size in near field surface with a spacing of 0.5 nm, and we use the same angle grid for integration over both ϑ and ϕ. The main numerical results for obtaining the pole calculation S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) are shown in Tables V and VI , showing a convergent solutions of 0.42 (quoted to the second decimal place) with near field surface h =50 nm and 30 nm for γ p = γ p0 . These also agree with the first pole result S rad p1 of Eq. (70) ( Table III) , but with a significantly faster run time (around 100 − 200 times faster).
Moreover, the results of S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) for various material losses and with fixed near field surface h = 50 nm (grid size is 0.5 nm) are shown in Table VII , which increase with the decrease of the loss, and they are very close to the corresponding S rad p1 (Eq. (70) ). We have also found that pole S rad p2 always converges at a relatively large angle grid size, and thus the calculation is extremely fast, only a few seconds to several tens of seconds.
3.
Computing S rad (Eq. (52) ) with a numerical frequency integration versus the two pole approximations S rad p1 (Eq. (70)) and S rad p2 (Eq. (71))
Next, we carry out the full frequency integration results S rad (Eq. (52) ), again using the NF2FF transformation. Figure 11 (a) show the normalized function |A c (ω)| 2 versus frequency. The black, red, and green perpendicular lines indicate the frequency position at ω c , ω c + 12γ c , ω c +14γ c . The integrated frequency region (0, ω c +12γ c ) and (0, ω c + 14γ c ) cover the vast majority of the QNM lineshape, as discussed earlier. Figure 11 (b) show the full frequency integration results vs the pole results with γ p = γ p0 , h = 50 nm and h far = 630 nm. (Eq. (52) ) as a function of the maximum integral frequency (56 frequency points are used). These results confirm the accuracy of both two pole approximations S rad p1 and S rad p2 , though the latter is considerably more efficient.
Summary of quantum S parameter for metal dimers
Here we summarize the quantum pole S parameters, S nrad p (Eq. (69)) and S rad p = S rad p2 (Eq. (71)), for gold dimer with different materials loss γ p in Table VII . As the material loss γ p decreases (Q c increases), S nrad p decreases and S rad p increases. Somewhat remarkably though, the total S p = S nrad p + S rad p for these five cases are all close to 1.0. While this may be expected for a single QNM, a general proof is not known, and the complexity of the numerical calculations also confirm the general accuracy of the numerical implementation.
For completeness, we have also listed the quantum radiative beta factor β rad quan = S rad p /S p (Eq. (57) ), classical β rad QNM = β rad QNM (r 0 , ω c ) (Eq. (12)) with single QNM, and classical β rad num = β rad num (r 0 , ω c ) (Eq. (80)) with full dipole method in Table VII . The last two classical beta factor are evaluated at the pole frequency ω c for a emitter placed at dimer center r 0 . We found that the quantum and classical radiative beta factor are relatively close to each other and they increase with Q c increase. However, note that the classical estimation (with full dipole method) is really a total beta calculation as opposed to a single mode, but they are likely very close in this regime. For completeness, we now show the quantum Purcell factor in the bad cavity limit, using Eq. (56). Considering again a z-polarized dipole placed at gold cylindrical dimer gap center with γ p = γ p0 , then Fig. 12 shows the excellent agreement with the full dipole formula Eq. (79) (Fig. 12) .
Here, as shown in in Table VII ,the calculated pole S p = 1.00 is used. Figure 12 . Quantum Purcell factor calculations for a zpolarized dipole at dimer gap center, with γp = γp0 (gold), using the quantum formula (Eq. (56)), where pole Sp = 1.0 (shown in Table VII ). The quantum Purcell factors (black curve) show excellent agreement with the result from full dipole formula (red circle, Eq. (79)).
E. Run time comparison between the Dyson approach and the NF2FF approach to compute the quantum S parameters
Before showing the run times, we briefly clarify the simplification used to calculate S rad (Eq. (52)) and the pole result for S rad p1 (Eq. (70)). We need to perform an integral involvingF andH over a far field surface (h far ), and we also know that the radiation of the QNM we are working with is axial-symmetric to the long axis of the Au dimer, and is also symmetrical to the center plane perpendicular to the long axis. Thus we can simplify this surface integral using symmetry (for this specific problem at least).
As shown in Fig. 6 , we select a cylindrical surface as the far field surface. The surface integral unit is labeled as dS. If we select the grid size of 20 nm, then dS =(20 nm) 2 . On the one hand, because it is symmetrical to the center plane, we can just calculate the integral over upper part of the cylindrical surfacel, and simply multiply the result by the factor of 2. On the other hand, since it is axial-symmetric, we only need to perform the integral over a line (both in side surface and top surface), and then multiply the results by the length of the circumference (it is actually circumference/grid size). Note that this simplification may not work for other resonator structures if they do not have a similar symmetry, such as the coupled QNM case shown in Section IV.
Dyson equation run times for computing the quantum S parameters
Here we estimate typical computational run times to obtain S rad (Eq. (52)), S rad p1 (Eq. (70)) and S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) at Table VIII . First, for the Dyson approach, we selected the grid size as 0.2 (0.5) nm for the spatial integration over the metal volume. As mentioned in Sec. II B, the run time for a singleF point at single frequency is about ≈ 8.5 − 10 (0.6 − 0.7) minutes. We choose the far field cylindrical surface at h far = 630 nm, and the grid at this surface is 20 nm. Exploiting the symmetry mentioned above, then 33 and 37 points (bothF andH) are needed for the top surface (same for the bottom surface) and (half) side surface. Also note thatH need to be calculated from curl ofF. Then 167 and 187F points are needed for the top (same for down) surface and (half) side surface of the far field. Using the S rad (Eq. (52)) results with a numnerical frequency integration, we use 56 frequency points (this is a typical number, and 51 points used in Ref. 33 .) Thus, with inside grid of 0.2 (0.5) nm, it will take about 8.5 × 354 × 56 minutes ≈ 117 days (0.6 × 354 × 56 minutes ≈ 8.3 days) for S rad (Eq. (52)), and 8.5×354 minutes ≈ 2.1 days (0.6×354 minutes ≈ 3.5 hours) for the pole result S rad p1 (Eq. (70)).
2. Near-field to far-field run times for computing the quantum S parameters Next, if we employ the NF2FF transformation, we show how the run time will be greatly reduced. For example, considering a grid size of 0.5 nm at the near field surface (3D grid), and, similar to the above Dyson approach, the far field surface is selected at h far = 630 nm with a grid size of 20 nm; the averaged time per spatial point at a single frequency is about 0.224 minutes (also shown in Sec. III B) and 0.123 minutes from the near field surface h = 50 nm and h = 30 nm. Also note that, from the NF2FF theory,H does not need to be calculated from the curl ofF; these two are obtained at the same time from the vector potential (Eq. (28) and Eq. (29)). Thus for h = 50 nm, it will take about 0.224 × 70 × 56 minutes ≈ 14.6 hours for S rad (Eq. (52) ), and 0.2244×70 minutes ≈ 15.7 minutes for pole result S rad p1 (Eq. (70) ). Similarly, for h = 30 nm, it will take about 0.123×70×56 minutes ≈ 8 hours for S rad (Eq. (52) ), and 0.123 × 70 minutes ≈ 8.6 minutes for pole result S rad p1 (Eq. (70) ). The run times for the pole result S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) comes from Table V and Table VI , using the smallest time it take to get the convergent value. Clearly this method is extremely efficient and full calculations are completed in a few seconds.
We summarize the above run times using the Dyson and NF2FF approaches in Table VIII . For S rad (Eq. (52)) and S rad p1 (Eq. (70) ), the run times with the Dyson equation using grid 0.2 (0.5) nm will be about 192 (13.5) times) and 348 (24.6) times longer than the NF2FF trans- (Eq. (52) ), S rad p1 (Eq. (70)), and S rad p2 (Eq. (71)) between the Dyson approach and the NF2FF approach. For the Dyson approach, the grid size for volume integration inside metal is 0.2 or 0.5 nm. For NF2FF approach, the grid size used for near field surface (here h = 30 nm and h = 50 nm are shown) integration is selected as 0.5 nm. Far field surface for both approaches is at h far = 630 nm, and the grid at this surface is 20 nm.
time 71)) is only several seconds, which is promising to use with more complicated geometries such as the example below with coupled plasmon PC modes.
IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR COUPLED QUASINORMAL MODES AND HYBRID METAL-DIELECTRIC SYSTEMS
In this section, we focus on a much more complex example, which uses coupled modes formed by a metaldielectric system, with peak Purcell factors in excess of 1 million. These systems can exhibit rich interference effects and exploit some of the advantages of both cavity parts. For example, the plasmonic structure posses extreme localized fields enhancement (small mode volumes), but with relative low quality factor due to metallic losses 4, 6, 8 . In contrast, a PC cavity generally has a very high quality factor, but with a smaller mode volume that is limited by diffraction. Combining these systems together will get a range of cavity mode properties and line shapes (including Fano-like lineshapes 48, 49 ), which offer new possibilities 29,50-53 that can benefit from the high quality factor of the dielectric structure and the significant field enhancements of the plasmonic structure. The challenge for obtaining the regularized modes of such a system is that the simple symmetry of the dimer cannot be exploited, and the spatial size of the system region is much larger in the case for the PC-like mode.
The hybrid system we model is shown in Fig. 13 , which uses a gold (Au) ellipsoid dimer (with center width of W e = 10 nm, center length of L e = 50 nm and gap of h gap = 2 nm ), put above a silicon-nitride photonic crystal beam (index n PC = 2.04), similar to the coupled mode structures used in Refs. 33, 52, and 53. Specifically, the width and height of the beam is W beam = 376 nm and L beam = 200 nm; the length of the finite beam is 8.5 µm. The nearest distance between the dimer surface and the beam surface is h d = 5 nm. The background medium is free space with refractive index n B = 1.0, and again we use a Drude model with the same parameters as above for gold. Figure 13 . Schematic diagram of metal-dielectric hybrid structure, where a gold ellipsoid dimer is placed close to a PC cavity. A point dipole (red dot) polarized along z-direction is put at the gap center of the dimer. The origin of Cartesian coordinate system is located at dimer gap center. The length and width of the single ellipsoid are Le = 50 nm and We = 10 nm. The gap of dimer is hgap = 2 nm, and the minimum distance between dimer surface and photonic crystal beam surface is h d = 5 nm. The width and height of the beam are W beam = 376 nm and h beam = 200 nm. The refractive index of beam is npc = 2.04, and the background medium is free space (nB = 1).
We use the same approach as shown in Sec. III A, to compute the QNMs: The scattered electric field of a point dipole at position r 0 is related to the Green's function, and given by
where d is the dipole moment of the emitter. If several modes are dominant in the regime of interest, then we can expand the Green's function with several QNMs,
We assume these modes are orthogonal with each other, so that
and E s (r, ω) = µ E s µ (r, ω). Subsequently, using a similar method shown in Sec. III A, we obtain the normalized QNMs field as
where ω = (1 − 10 −5 ) ×ω µ , very close to the pole frequency.
The simulation volume of the cylindrical module is about 85 µm 3 (including PMLs), where the maximum mesh sizes are 0.1 nm, 3 nm, 50 nm and 120 nm at the dipole point (center of the gap), inside the ellipsoid dimer, PC beam and elsewhere. The hybrid structure is significantly larger than gold dimer on its own, and we use 10 perfectly matched layers (PMLs) to minimize boundary reflections (the number of layers and the total thickness of PMLs should be adjusted according to the size of the inside simulation domain and the inside mesh settings to show the better performance).
Over a broad bandwidth of several eV, there are two dominant modes of interest in this coupled structure. The first one we term 'QNM 1' is a plasmon-like mode, with resonance frequencyω 1 = 1.6999 − 0.0479i eV and relatively low quality factor Q 1 = 17.8. The QNM field at the gap center of the ellipsoid dimer is
1z (r 0 ) and λ 1 = 2πc/Re(ω 1 ). The second QNM, 'QNM 2', is a PC-like mode, with resonance frequencyω 1 = 1.6052 − 0.0007i eV and a relatively high quality factor Q 2 = 1139.3. The QNM field at the center of the ellipsoid dimer gap is f 2z (r 0 ) = 2.108 · 10 11 + 9.623i · 10 10 [m −3/2 ]; the effective mode volume is V eff 2 /λ 3 2 = 6.1697 × 10 −5 , where V eff 2 = 1/Re f 2 2z (r 0 ) and λ 2 = 2πc/Re(ω 2 ). Note that these effective mode volumes can also be negative 29 .
To show the differences of the two QNMs more clearly, the QNM spatial fields and phase distribution are shown in Fig. 14, where the phase is defined byf 1z = f 1z e iφ1 andf 2z = f 2z e iφ2 . At the PC beam center surface (x = −W e /2 − h d − h beam /2), two QNMs show very different fields distributions ( Fig. 14 (a) and (f)). While at dimer center surface (x = 0), the two modes show similar fields distribution ( Fig. 14 (b) and (g) ), except f 1z is an order of magnitude larger than f 2z . Also note that the fields at dimer center surface (x = 0) are three (two) orders of magnitude larger than those at PC beam center surface for plasmon-like mode (PC-like mode), which means the two modes mainly live around the dimer region. In addition, as shown in Fig. 14 (c) and (h), the QNM phases for the two modes are very different at the dimer center surface. At the dimer gap center point (x = y = z = 0 nm), cos(2φ 1 ) = 0.999 and cos(2φ 2 ) = 0.655 for two modes. The phase difference between them will result in the Fano-like lineshape 48 in total Purcell factors for a dipole placed at dimer gap center ( Fig. 15 ). Figures 14 (d) , (e), (i), and (j) show the QNM fields distribution at the surface y = 0 nm. Close to dimer region, they look similar, except f 1z is an order of magnitude larger than f 2z . Clearly, most of the QNM fields live in near dimer region, especially for plasmon-like mode.
We also stress that we are testing an extreme example here, as the gap size is only 2 nm. To test the accuracy of a two QNM description, the generalized classical Purcell factors for a point dipole placing at the dimer gap center are shown in Fig. 15 (a) . The results from QNMs theory (black curve) (Eq. (16)) show excellent qualitative agreement with full dipole calculation (red circles, Eq. (79)). This clearly indicates the validity of the QNMs results. The green and blue lines present their respective contribution to Purcell factors, with QNM 2 contributing negatively (in a certain frequency regime). Note also that, if we focus on dip region, the results from QNMs theory (black curve) net negative (below the black dashed line) (lowest point −1.2 × 10 4 ). This is most probably caused by the onset of quasi-static contributions, whose contribution would naturally result in a net positive total Purcell factor; such contributions can be added into the theory using a quasi-static Green function theory 28 . If quasi-static contributions are considered, then the total Purcell factor from QNMs theory will be net-positive. For larger dimer gaps, the contribution of quasi-static modes is negligible 29 .
Next, we discuss the calculation of the quantized QNM parameters. First, it is quite simple to calculate S nrad µη for coupled modes, since we only need the QNM fields inside the metal, which is the same level of difficulty as the dimer calculation on its own. Using Eq. ( and S nrad p,12 , the grid size is 0.1 nm. Numerically, the main challenge is to obtain the radiative part of the quantum S factors, S rad µη , which generally require the regularized QNM fields (F andH) at a surface surrounding the entire hybrid structures. To computeF at a single spatial point with the Dyson Equation requires a spatial integration over the entire hybrid structure (PC beam and dimer). If the grid size 0.2 (0.5) nm is used, then it will take about 48 days (3.4 days) to getF at a single spatial point for a single frequency. The run time for Dyson equation is proportional to the integral volume if the same grid size is used. The integral volume for this structure, with just the PC beam and the ellipsoid dimer, is around 8122 times larger than that for gold cylindrical dimer. Then correspondingly, the run times will increase in the same way. Moreover, since the size of the hybrid structure is on the order of several micrometers, then the area of the outside surface is very large. For instance, the outside surface is chosen as a cuboid surface at h far = 630 nm (the smallest vertical distance to the dimer surface or PC beam surface); and the grid size at this surface is selected as 20 nm. Although there is no similar symmetry as dimer only scenario, the fields are symmetric with respect to the x-z and x-y planes. Then we only need to do the integral over 1/4 of this cuboid surface. Thus, in sumamry, it will take about 16114 (1141) years (!) with an inside grid size 0.2 (0.5) nm for even pole S rad p1 (Eq. (70)) with Dyson equation. So clearly it is impractical to employ the Dyson equation to calculate S rad µη for such coupled modes.
To address this significant problem, we use the pole approximation (Eq. (67)) with a NF2FF transformation to calculate S rad µη . For the plasmon-like mode, the near field surface is chosen as a cuboid surface just surrounding the dimer, since most of fields are located around the dimer (Fig. 14) . The smallest vertical distance from the dimer to the five surfaces of this cuboid (not including the surface below) is 50 nm; and in the x-direction, the sixth surface is 4 nm below the lowest part of the dimer surface. For the PC-like mode, the near field surface is set as a cuboid surface surrounding the entire coupled structures, where the smallest vertical distance from the hybrid structure to every surface of this cuboid is 50 nm (h = 50 nm). Note that, as shown in Appendix A, for the PC-like mode, the results from near field surface just surrounding dimer alone yield a very good approximation as well, since one can see that most of the PC-like mode fields are also located in the dimer region (see Fig. 14) .
The grid sizes at these near field surfaces are 0.5 nm (the same as that for dimer only). The convergence tests for angle resolutions are shown in Table IX , X and XI. We got S rad p2,11 = 0.068, S rad p2,22 = 0.134, S rad p2,12 = −0.0021 − 0.0024i, and S rad p2,21 = S rad * p2,12 . As also shown in these table, the run times are several seconds to 1.7 hours, which is acceptable and significantly faster than those with Dyson approach (which are untractable for this geometry).
In summary, for the total S values of the hybrid modes: S p,11 = 0.894 + 0.068, S p,22 = 0.904 + 0.134, S p,12 = (−0.0042 − 0.0967i) + (−0.0021 − 0.0024i), S p,21 = S * p,12 , where the first is nonradiative part and the second is radiative part. Then quantum Purcell factors (Eq. (47)) for coupled structures are shown in Fig. 15(c) and (d) )). Interestingly, the quantum result is net positive, since the quantum basis states constitute a different representation of the modes that are needed from quantum mechanical (namely, the symmetrized QNMs). Given the extreme localization of a 2-nm gap, and the complex hybrid structure, the agreement with full dipole calculations is rather striking and shows the power of the π/2 4.5 mins −0.0062 + 0.0006i π/3 7.0 mins −0.0040 − 0.0051i π/5 13.3 mins −0.0023 + 0.0003i π/10 41.9 mins −0.0019 − 0.0013i π/20 53.8 mins −0.0021 − 0.0024i π/30
1.4 hours −0.0021 − 0.0024i quantum model, which can then be used to explore a wide range of nonlinear quantum optical effects.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have introduced a timely and efficient NF2FF approach for QNMs, which allows one to quickly and accurately obtain the regularized QNMs in the far field. We also showed how to compliment this NF2FF transformation with an efficient pole approximation and a very far field extrapolation for obtaining the quantum optical parameters for quantized QNM theory 33 : For example, the quantized QNM theories require the regularized fields flowing radiatively through a closed surface. In this regard, the NF2FF approach is shown to be several orders of magnitude faster to that of a direct Dyson equation approach, which has been used in the literature to obtain the regularized fields. In a practical calculation of a 3D metal dimer QNM, we obtain the desired quantization parameters in under 1 minute run time on a standard computer workstation, which previously takes weeks to one month of computational time. We also reported detailed numerical convergence checks on the QNM quantization parameters, both for the radiative and nonradiative contributions. The former requires the QNM field within or close to the metal (lossy structure), while the latter required the regularized QNM field (nondivergent), far outside the resonator. Together these contributions form the input-output channel contributions in quantum optics and form the basis for Fock space quantization for these dissipative modes. More generally, the regularized QNMs are the physical fields that connect to experiments for detection of the modes outside the resonator.
The general formalism presented here solves a major computational problem in quantized open-cavity mode theories by efficiently returning regularized QNMs for a wide range of structures, yielding QNM parameters for immediate use in quantum optics and quantum plasmonics with the underlying quantized open-cavity modes. We applied the theory to compute far-field (regularized) mode profiles and quantum optical parameters for quantized QNMs theory, for both metal dimer structures and a complex hybrid structure that formed coupled QNMs between a PC cavity and a dimer. In all cases, we show excellent agreement with full dipole classical calculations in the bad cavity limit, using both semiclassical and fully quantum simulations. This approach can thus easily be used as input to explore system level quantum optics with these modes, where unique few quanta effects beyond the single Fock state and coherent state can be probed and explored beyond the semiclassical limit. Such effects will be reported elsewhere.
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Appendix A: Simpler calculation for S rad p2, 22 and S rad p2,12 , using only fields surrounding the dimer In the main text, for the PC-like mode of the hybrid device we uses a cuboid surrounding the entire coupled structures to calculate the corresponding S rad p2,22 and S rad p2,22 (Eq. (67)). Here we show it is also a good approximation if the near field surface is replaced by a cuboid just surrounding the dimer. The grid sizes at this near field surface are set as 0.5 nm (the same as that used in main text). The convergence check over angle integral are shown in Table XII and XIII. We got S rad p2,22 = 0.061, S rad p2,12 = −0.0008 − 0.0063i, and S rad p2,21 = S rad * p2,12 . As also shown in these tables, the run times are only several seconds. π/2 1.5 secs 0.073 π/3 2.8 secs 0.062 π/5 4.9 secs 0.061 π/8 9.4 secs 0.061 π/10 13.4 secs 0.061
A summary of the quantum parameters are now as follows: we use the previous S rad p2,11 = 0.068 and just replace S rad p2,22 and S rad p2,12 with the new ones, S p,11 = 0.894+0.068, S p,22 = 0.904 + 0.061, S p,12 = (−0.0042 − 0.0967i) + (−0.0008 − 0.0063i), S p,21 = S * p,12 , where the first is nonradiative part and the second is radiative part. Then quantum Purcell factors (Eq. (47)) for the coupled structure is shown in Fig. 16 , which show good agreement with full dipole results (red circles, Eq. (79)). π/2 4.0 secs −0.0010 − 0.0075i π/3 5.6 secs −0.0008 − 0.0064i π/5 10.2 secs −0.0008 − 0.0063i π/8
19.1 secs −0.0008 − 0.0063i 67)), the near field surfaces are now chosen as a small cuboid (h = 50 nm) just surrounding dimer for both plasmon-like mode and PC-like mode. The corresponding 4 S parameter are as follows, S11 = 0.894 + 0.068, S22 = 0.904 + 0.061, S12 = (−0.0042 − 0.0967i) + (−0.0008 − 0.0063i), S21 = S * 12 . In this way the run times to obtain the radiative S parameters are reduced from a few hours to a few seconds, while still maintaining a very good level of accuracy with no fitting parameters.
